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Across

3. A type of punishment for breaking the 

law, involving money

8. The group of people selected to 

represent the population in a trial

9. A crime involving the killing of 

another person by accident

12. To be found not guilty

15. The people who, when in a trial, 

attack the accused

16. A crime involving the killing of 

another person

19. The people who, when in a trial, 

protect the accused

22. The person who delivers the verdict in 

a trial

23. Rules that if broken, extract a 

response from the government

25. To be found responsible for alleged 

actions

27. The Process through which you may be 

found either innocent or guilty of a crime

28. The highest court in the australian 

judical system

29. A person who commits a crime 

involving fire

Down

1. The person who will execute people in 

a death sentence

2. Carcinogenic illegal items

4. The person who decides guilt and 

punishment in a trial

5. A place where trials are conducted

6. The leader of the jury

7. A crime involving the stealing of 

money and the injury of another person

10. A crime involving fire

11. The person who takes your property 

and possesions if found guilty

13. A group of individuals who have been 

selected by the court in order to represent 

the population in a trial

14. The person who researches the cause 

of death

17. A crime involving the stealing of 

money

18. A type of punishment for breaking the 

law, involving incarceration

20. The collective personification of what 

we have been studying

21. Paying money to get out of jail before 

trial

24. A person who is called in to give 

testimony during a trial

26. An individual who is either given to or 

hired by the accused in order to defend 

them

30. A type of crime, involving cars


